Spring Break 2018 - Panama Trip
Culture, changing environment and climate.
GEOG 5720/6720; HONR 3087

Auburn University and the Water Center for the Humid Tropics of Latin America and the Caribbean (CATHALAC) introduce:

- 3 credit hour course, no prerequisite, supplements your resume, classes on AU campus through spring, Panama study abroad trip during spring break 2018. Honors course and Sustainability Minor credit available.
- Study the basic principles and processes that have molded the culture and environment of the Republic of Panama
- Discussions on climate change, local, regional and global - the causes and solutions
- Assess how Panama locals have adjusted to various changes brought by Panama Canal
- Deal with sustainability issues, adaptation and mitigation techniques to Climate Change
- Learn how to use GIS and other related technologies to do research in Panama

For more information contact:

Geosciences Department
Chandana Mitra czm0033@auburn.edu

The Honors College
Ken Thomas kdt0011@auburn.edu

REGISTER IN FALL 2017 FOR SPRING 2018 COURSE.